SPECIAL ELECTIVE - RESEARCH PROPOSAL
ADDENDUM to SPECIAL ELECTIVE REQUEST FORM

Title:

Location:

Course Director:

Additional Faculty (if applicable): Residents, fellows, Other MD/PhD researchers, lab personnel who are mentoring or monitoring student progress

Research project description: Brief description of the overall project, type of study.

Student's expected role in project: For what part of the study is the student responsible? What is the student going to be doing? Or brief summary of specific protocol if known (NOT – “contribute to ongoing research”)
For example: Literature review, study design, IRB application, subject care/communication, data collection, data integration/interpretation, data presentation, manuscript writing.

Educational Objectives: What parts of the research process do you expect the student to learn even if they are not performing them? What specific skills will the student learn?

Duty Hours and Course Components:
Expected work hours
Any didactics, research forums, lectures, meetings, etc

Evaluation:
Who is evaluating the student and on what components of their work – (subjective)
Research evaluation form – (objective)
Is there an expected poster/manuscript/summary presentation?

☐ Yes    ☐ No